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Abstract 
 

Grey Wolves (Canis lupus) have been subject to extreme bottleneck’s since the last glacial maximum 

in response to evolutionary, ecological, and anthropogenic pressures. The consequences that are 

typically theorised to be exhibited from this is that the species will have reduced genetic diversity 

across the European populations, due to extreme fragmentation. This study will reconstruct the 

genetic composition of ancient and modern samples using a comparative investigation as well as 

DNA extraction. Sanger sequencing of mitochondrial DNA will provide the genetic diversity of the 

modern and ancient samples collected in this study. Three primer pairs consisting of 5 primers, L15 

& HW1, LW1 & HW2, H16 & LW1 where used to analyse mitochondrial DNA. The dataset was 

aligned and manipulated using MEGA. The results showed the modern populations have exhibited a 

loss in genetic diversity in comparison to the ancient DNA. By using neighbour joining trees and 

median joining networks we can determine that there is a genetic distinction between western and 

southern central populations. This suggests a lack of gene glow amongst the populations and agrees 

with the theory of Italy being a refugia during the last glacial maximum in which the species 

migrated out from.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The last glacial maximum is estimated to have taken place 21,500 years ago, and 
approximately ended 11,700 years ago (Jost et al.,2005). This was superseded by the Pleistocene and 
the Neolithic period’s, commonly known as the last period of the stone age. Due to the latitude of 
European continent, the ecosystem was dramatically shaped by the last glaciation (Hoffecker et al., 
2016)).  Retreating ice engulfed the ecosystem, changing population ranges and migration behaviour 
(Boulton et al., 2001). This change allowed new habitats to become available and previously 
identified habitats now became less accessible. This resulted in large scale migration, exhibited by 
the Grey wolf (Canis lupus) (Dufresnes et al., 2018). The current population of grey wolves in Europe 
are the result of complex historical migrations (Dufresnes et al., 2018). There is evidence to suggest 
that the main population across Europe progressed from migrating populations originating from 
Beringia. This area formed ir predicted to of formed twice during the last glacial maximum and can 
be seen in figure one (Eidesen et al., 2007). By using mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) we can track 
lineages throughout the different population’s expansions and collapses. This allows us to 
identify genetic traits shared by the subpopulations, and potentially identify genetic traits specific to 
certain populations, across Europe (Ersmark et al., 2016).   
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1 – A Map of Beringia, connecting North America and Asia across Siberia and alska (Hoffecker 
et al., 2016) 
 
 
The glacial maximum is suggested to be the driving factor for the migration across the northern 
hemisphere from Asia to North America and across in to Europe, resulting in a 
complex phylogeographic history (Loog et al., 2018; Clark et al., 2009). This successful and rapid 
migration left the populations susceptible to allopatric separation after the glaciation (Gauber et 
al.,2012). There is also evidence to suggest asynchronous evolution across different populations of 
the same species which survived the last glaciation. Theorising the result of sub-species after the 
glacial maximum (Hewitt; 1996). As the glacial maximum is seen as the driving factor for the large 
scale migration, the most ‘plastic’ traits within the genome would become the most advantageous 
(Allendorf et al., 2010).  Evolutionary plasticity is defined as an organism expressing phenotypes that 



are better suited to their environments. This is due to plasticity within the genes allowing for 
adaptations, evolving in reaction to the changing environment (Schmitz et al., 2002). This plasticity 
becomes advantageous, in an evolutionary sense, amongst the populations; it is also more crucial 
during the dramatic change of an ecosystem (Allendorf et al., 2017). By investigating 
the phylogenetics across the population, we can begin to identify the changes within the genetic 
composition of the population.   
  
Phylogenetics is one of the main tools used to study the evolutionary history within or between taxa. 
It gives insight into common ancestors shared by species, as well as the estimation of time 
divergence between species that previously shared ancestors (Semple Steel., 
2003). Phylogeography is the study of the historical processes following a causation (Finnilä,  et al., 
2001). The last glacial maximum provides evidence of significant causation to drive the current 
distributions of contemporary populations of species across Europe (Avise., 2000). By analysing 
genetic variation and the adaptive potential, we can assess how dramatic changes have affected the 
genetic evolution of species. By investigating genetic traits and haplotypes that have been passed 
across generations within populations, we could provide a possible indication of how populations 
adapted to potential extinctions of prey as well as the megafauna extinctions (Fabbri et al., 2014; 
Sher., 1999). Providing insight into the outcome of similar events such as climate change, habitat 
destruction and genetic bottle necks could have in the future populations (Frankham et al., 1999).   
  
The predicted large scale migration route for grey wolves is supported by fossil records however, this 
does hold uncertainties (Leonard; 2015). This is because there are gaps within this fossil record, and 
this data does not identify potential subspecies that may have existed within an area, as well as the 
duration the population resided there (Koblmüller et al., 2016). Examining mitochondrial DNA of 
ancient wolves suggests possible evidence of competitive displacement among European and North 
American populations (Loog et al., 2018). Therefore, migrating populations are thought to of rapidly, 
and successfully, replaced previously unoccupied habitats due to the glacial maximum. This confirms 
that the fossil records show no gaps across the predicted route (Leonard; 2015). Another possibility 
of this could be an admixture of a previous population and the migrating population (Loog et al., 
2018). Although studies examining population genetics of the different species worldwide shows 
that there is no current clear phylogeographic pattern for this (Sastre et al., 2011). When considering 
similar ecology and environmental differences, such as habitat availability and predator prey 
relationships for different large carnivorous species, it has been found that there is evidence for 
subdivisions within the species (Pilot et al., 2010). The comparison of both fossil records, and genetic 
inheritance across the predicted migration path could help identify the driving factors of the 
migration route taken by grey wolves from Beringia, across Northern America to Europe. This route 
could provide correlations between factors such as climate change and anthropogenic causes from 
the Neolithic period to the 20th century. This then could be linked to the dispersal and sporadic 
populations we see across modern populations in Europe.  
  
As the modern-day populations of the grey wolves are quite isolated within Europe, it suggests they 
will exhibit a unique phylogeography as the populations have been recorded to go through extreme 
bottlenecks (Sastre et al., 2011) The process of genetic bottlenecks reduce the evolutionary 
potential of an isolated population as they exhibit a higher inbreeding coefficient across the 
population as well as a reduced genetic variation across haplotypes (Frankham et al., 1999). The 
most isolated population within modern European populations is the Iberian population, with a very 
limited gene flow implying a high inbreeding coefficient (Wang et al.,2020). As grey wolves are highly 
mobile it has been reported that geographical and ecological barriers are unlikely to be a major 
influence on the constraints of population. This could indicate that the reasons for such high 
isolation of populations and inbreeding could be the anthropogenic impacts such as hunting and 
habitat disturbance. By reconstructing the genetic composition of fossils of grey wolves from the 



Neolithic period to the 20th century, we can examine how the subpopulations of the grey 
wolf have changed, adapted, and whether there are linages that share vital traits through the 
populations.   
  
The genetic population structure and phylogenetic history can be investigated by analysing 
the mtDNA of individuals within a population (Gomerčić et al., 2010). The comparison of haplotypes 
from ancient to modern populations, by Sanger sequencing, allows the estimated track of haplotype 
and nucleotide evolution across different populations - this gives us an insight into the evolutionary 
history of the species (Geffen et al., 2004). By sequencing mtDNA instead of nuclear DNA, we can 
track genetic evolutionary changes across populations more accurately in 
comparison with sequencing individual genes across the nucleic DNA (Hewitt., 1996) This is 
because mtDNA is only 37 genes and contains the highly variable control region with an estimated 
mutation rate approximately 10 times higher than nuclear DNA (Ersmark et al., 2016). Most modern 
phylogenetic studies on grey wolves are now analysing the CR region of mtDNA (ref?). This allows for 
higher mutation rates and a wider comparison of datasets available to investigate the population 
changes with the inclusion of pre-published, sequenced, and analysed data.  
 

 

1.2 Habitat range of the European Grey wolf  
  
  
The geographical range of the grey wolf spans across Europe and into part of Asia and Africa. Within 
these areas, the grey wolf utilises a range of terrains and environments including shrublands, 
woodlands, wetlands, and deserts for its habitat (Newsome et al., 2016). The IUCN Red List 
interactive map shows the habitat range for the grey wolf to be vast, indicating a larger population 
covering most of Europe throughout the northern hemisphere. When comparing this to the actual 
population studies, this proves to be false and can be seen in blue in figure 2. The last known large-
scale population study of the grey wolf across Europe was conducted in 2012 (figure 2) (Kaczensky et 
al., 2013). Figure 2 was created by overlaying the two maps to allow for potential 
geographic dispersal of grey wolves against known and sampled areas where they are currently 
residing.   
 
When comparing the two maps it shows pockets of populations throughout Europe with only small 
areas inhabited by the species. The map also indicates geographical barriers between populations of 
grey wolves in Europe, this has been confirmed by the Scandinavian wolf 
population. This Scandinavian population are genetically identified to have a relatively high 
inbreeding coefficient. Migration patterns were tracked and throughout the sub populations 
exhibiting isolation from each other due too to habitat destruction and an anthropogenic 
causation, e.g. hunting (Kojola et al., 2009).  This data shows that there is a corelation of the effects 
of anthropogenic causation on genetic diversity.   
 
Urban environments have also had a negative effect on the grey wolf population. As the hunting of 
the species increased, and civilization spread rapidly across Europe, it was reported that the species 
was not adapting to the new environment. This is because humans have pushed the species out of 
their previously established habitats (Bateman and Fleming., 2012).  This in turn had a knock-on 
effect with predator-prey relationships, less inhabitable areas and a decrease in prey pushed was 
also a driving factor of the separated populations that we see today (Newsome et al.,2016). The 
populations of Himalayan wolves show genetic distinctiveness when in comparison to population 
across Europe (Wang et al.,2020), this is due to ancient geographic isolation of the population 
(Werhan et al., 2020).    
  



  
  
Figure 2 – The estimated current population of grey wolves in Europe (blue), against the IUCN extant 
habitat range. (Downloaded from ICUN – Kaczensky et al., 2013). Dark blue – Known ranges of grey 
wolves. Light blue – Densely populated habitats with higher numbers. Orange – Extant distribution 
range of the grey wolf.   
 

 

1.3 Aims and objectives 

 
The overall aim of this study is to identify the pattern of genetic haplotype variations in grey wolf 

populations across Europe, using mtDNA to provide insight into the phylogenetic history of the 

species. We expect to find that the populations have diverged from the Neolithic period into modern 

day exhibiting a loss in genetic diversity after the Pleistocene, corresponding with the effects of 

population loss due to anthropogenic cause, i.e. habitat destruction, hunting, and wildlife 

exploitation. 

 

2 Methodology 

 
Ancient and modern mtDNA sequences were collected for this study using a comparative 

investigation from published material, accessible via GENBANK (GENBANK))), together with 

extracting genetic material from collected samples throughout western and central Europe. The 

guidelines for the data collection were to establish the origin of the genetic sample, making sure 

they were gathered in Europe, that they were sequenced using the desired primers (DETAL;2018) 

that would be used in the genetic extractions and sequencing for a comparison across the master 

data set, as well as being categorizes as “modern” or “ancient”. The inclusion criteria for determining 

whether the samples were classes as ancient or modern where based on the age of the samples. If 

the sample was dated up to and including the 15th century they were categorized as ancient. 

Samples dated from the 16th century onwards were classed as modern. With regards to the 

geographic origin of the samples, figure 3 in the appendix shows the divides of the continent in 

relation to present day migration and economic growth (Serrano et al., 2018).   

 



 

2.1 Data collection from the comparative investigation 
 
The total data gathered from this study from peer reviewed and published papers was 150 samples. 
All of these samples fit the above criteria for geographic range, to be classed as “ancient” or 
“modern”, and were all sequence using the specified primers. The one exception made was for 
geographic range during this investigation was for the Himalayan grey wolf population. The samples 
collected from Werhahn et al., 2017, show genetic distinctiveness which could provide a unique 
insight in comparison to the rest of the data set. (Data collected from (Ciucani et al.,2019;  
Durfresnes et al., 2018;  Gomercic et al., 2010;  Randi et al.,2001;  Valiere et al., 2002;  Pilot et al., 
2018;  Hulva et al., 2017  and   Werhahn et al., 2017.) The out group for this dataset was a mtDNA 
from a Coyote (GENBANK). The evolutionary history of the Grey wolf shows that there is a common 
ancestor between the species and Coyotes that diverged after the last Pleistocene, allowing for 
enough genetic differentiation between the samples to be used as a genetic reference (Benson et 
al.,2012). 
 
 
 

2.2 DNA Extraction 

 
To compare the evolutionary history of the grey wolf across Europe this study extracted DNA from 

13 samples that were classified as ‘ancient DNA’, and 92 samples of ‘modern DNA’ collected from 

wester Europe (figure 10, appendix). The inclusion criteria for determining whether the samples 

were classes as ancient or modern where based on the age of the samples. These samples consisted 

of tissue and bone fragments and were collected prior to this study from museums and excavations 

sites across France and Switzerland as seen in figure one. Each extraction method was carried out in 

a sterile lab, face masks, hair nets, gloves and were all worn and there was restricted air flow during 

the extractions 

 

 Tissue samples extracted using DNeasy blood and tissue kits following the spin column protocol, 

(Qiagen LTD, Manchester, UK). The extraction protocol follows as; 25 mg of tissue (up to 10 mg 

spleen were cut) into pieces approximating 1 to 2 mm in size and placed in a sterile DNeasy1.5 ml 

microcentrifuge tube. Then 20 µl proteinase K (Qiagen, 2 ml (>600 mAU/ml, solution)) were added 

to the sample. The sample was vortexed and incubated 56°C until the tissue completely lysed 

(approximately 12 to 24 hours). After incubation, the sample is vortexed for a further 30 seconds. 

The sample then had 200 µl Buffer AL (Qiagen, 264 ml Lysis Buffer) pipetted in, and was vortexed 

again for a further 60 seconds. Then 200 µl ethanol (96–100%) was added, and the sample is 

vortexed again for 60 seconds. The sample from step 3 (including any precipitate) is pipetted into 

the DNeasy Mini spin column placed in a 2 ml collection tube (provided). The sample is then 

Centrifuged at 6000 x g (8000 rpm) for 1 min. The flow through and collection tube are both 

discarded, and the DNeasy Mini spin column was placed into in a new DNA free sterile 2 ml 

collection tube (provided). 500 µl Buffer AW1 was added and centrifuged for 1 minute at 6000 x g 

(8000 rpm). The flow through and collection tube are again discarded, keeping the DNeasy Mini spin 

column and putting it in a new 2 ml DNA free sterile collection tube (provided). 500 µl Buffer AW2 is 

then added and centrifuged for 3 minutes at 20,000 x g (14,000 rpm) to dry the DNeasy membrane. 

Discarding the collection tube and flow through again. The DNeasy Mini spin column is placed in a 

CAN free sterile 1.5 ml or 2 ml microcentrifuge tube. Then 30 µl of double distilled DNA free H20 was 

pipetted directly onto the DNeasy membrane. The sample was Incubated at room temperature for 5 



minutes, and then centrifuged for 1 minute at 6000 x g (8000 rpm) to elute. The elution step was 

repeated once as described in step 7. This protocol was followed and for every 7 samples a negative 

control was used to identify the risk of contamination during the process (Qiagen; 2013). The 

negative control was a sample of 20 µl of double distilled and deionised water in place of a DNA 

sample. This allowed for contamination to be spotted during each step of the extractions. 

The DNA extracted from bones was completed using the Qiagen QIAquick PCR Purification kit 

(Qiagen LTD, Manchester, UK) after being cleaned with bleach and ddH20 washing. Bone samples 

were cut down to approximately 5 to 10 mm pieces using a sterile electric saw, the sample would 

then be placed into a capsule with a 3mm ‘ball baring’ (Sartorius Lab Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, 

Germany). Samples were then physically disrupted to powder using a Sartorius Mikro-Dismembrator 

Sartorius Lab Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). The bone powder was then transferred into a 

2ml falcon tube, adding 1615 µl of EDTA (Qiagen, 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5) , 50 µl of proteinase K 

(Qiagen, 2 ml (>600 mAU/ml, solution), 76.5 µl ddH20 and 8.5 µl of 20% SDS. The sample was then 

incubated for 24 to 48 hours at 37°C whilst vortexing. Then 5 volumes of Buffer PB (Qiagen LTD, 

Manchester, UK) were added to 1 volume of the PCR sample and vortexed. A DNA free sterile 

QIAquick spin column was placed into a provided 2 ml collection tube. To bind DNA, the sample was 

pipetted into to the QIAquick column and centrifuge for 30–60 seconds. Flow-through was then 

discarded. The QIAquick column was placed back into the same tube, repeating the process until all 

of the sample had bound to the membrane. The membrane was washed with 0.75 ml Buffer PE 

(Qiagen, concentrate, 100 ml) and centrifuged for 30–60 s. Flow through discarded and the QIAquick 

column placed back in the previously used collection tube. The column was centrifuged for an 

additional minute. To elute the DNA from the membrane, 15 µl of DNA free sterile ddH20 was added 

to the centre of the QIAquick membrane. The sample was centrifuged the column for 1 minute. 

Repeat the final step to increase the yield of DNA (Qiagen; 2013). . This protocol was followed and 

for every 7 samples a negative control was used to identify the risk of contamination during the 

process. 

 

Quantification and quality assessment of genomic DNA was assessed by analysing the extracted 

genomic DNA from the bone and tissue samples using a Nano drop (Thermo Fisher Scientific LTD, 

Wilmington, Delaware, United States),  to see whether the extraction were successful. The negative 

controls also indicated whether the samples would require re extraction. The negative controls 

would be analysed using the nanodrop to allow or any indication of DNA contamination. If there was 

a positive result of contamination all 7 DNA samples would be reextracted to minimise the risk of 

false results.  

 

2.3 PCR amplification 

 
After the DNA was extracted from the sample’s primers were used to sequence the mtDNA. Three 

Primer pairs consisting of 5 primers were used, L15 & HW1, LW1 & HW2, H16 & LW1 (L15995 

[60]/HW1 (50 -CAAACCA TTAATGCACGACG-30 ); LW1 (50 -CGTCGTGCATTAATGG TTTG-30 )/HW2 (50 

-TCGAGGCATGGTGATTAAG-30 ); LW1/ H16498) (Dufresnes et al., 2018). Type-it Microsatellite PCR 

Kit were used for the PCR protocol (Qiagen LTD, Manchester, UK). Each sample consisted of 8 µl of 

multiplex (3 mM MgCl2, 3 x 0.85 ml), 2 µl  of primer, 0.2 µl  of 3% BSA, 3.2 µl  of ddH2O and 2 µl  of 

DNA. Using a Applied Biosystems SimpliAmp Thermal Cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific LTD, 

Wilmington, Delaware, United States), the cycling conditions of the PCR were; 95°C for 15 minutes; 



40 cycles of 94° C for 30 secs, 57°C for 90 secs, 72°C for 90 secs, with a final extension cycle of 72°C 

for 10 minutes. Amplification of the PCR product was then confirmed in a 1% agarose gel due to the 

size of the primers being between 0.5-7 kb (Maniatis et al., 1989). The size for the primers were also 

confirmed by relation of size against a 1kb DNA ladder ((Qiagen LTD, Manchester, UK). The gel was 

formed by dissolving 1g of agarose (Bioline Ltd., London, UK) into 1x Tris-acetate (TAE) buffer (0.04 

M Tris-acetate; 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0) using heat generated from a microwave. When the agarose was 

completely dissolved into the solution it was left to cool in a gel mould fitted with combs for the 

samples. After setting, the gel was placed into a electrophoresis tank and submerged in 1x TAE 

buffer. Using sterile tip 5 u/g ofPCR products were stained using 3u/g SYBR safe then loaded into the 

wells of the gel. The Hyper ladder was loaded into the first column of each row for comparison of 

the size ratio. The gel was ran under 100V for approximately 25 minutes. The DNA bands on the gel 

where then imaged under UV light and captured under Bio-Rad gel documentation systems (Bio-Rad 

Laboratories Ltd. Hertfordshire WD17 1ET).  

2.4 DNA sequencing 
 

The PCR fragments that were successful in amplification with the positive confirmations of bands 

through gel electrophoresis underwent a clean-up PCR to remove the excess enzymes, nucleotides, 

buffers and primers. The Samples were combined with an EXOSAP solution. This solution contained 

a 2:1 ration of FASTAP (Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphatase-Thermo Fisher) and EXO 1 

(Exonuclease I-Thermo Fisher®). The EXOSAP solution was added to the PCR products of a ratio of 

1.5ul : 5ul. The PCR product and EXOSAP solution then underwent 2 incubations, 37°C for 45 minutes 

followed directly by 80°C for 15 minutes on the thermocycler (T100™ Thermal Cycler, Bio-Rad). The 

PCR products with a primer solution of 5ul primer and 25ul ddH2O where then sent to DBS 

Genomics (Durham University, UK) to be sequenced. The samples where uniquely barcoded and 

library prep was conducted using iSeq-Compatible. The pooled samples where then ran through 

Illumina HiSeq 2500 which allows for both rapid run and high output of sequences. The process 

enables the simultaneous identification of DNA bases by using fluorescent signals. Each nucleotide 

bas emits a specific and unique signal which is identified and added to a nucleotide chain.  After 

Sequencing the raw data provided by SEQ and AB1 files, they data is ready for analysis. 

 

2.5 Genetic analysis 
 

The dataset consists of 207 Grey Wolf sequenced samples and one sample of a Coyote to act as an 

outgroup to aid rooting of phylogenetic trees. 150 of the samples were collected from the 

comparative investigation whilst the remaining 57 was produced from extracted DNA using sanger 

sequencing. MEGA was used to align the mtDNA so that direct comparison can be made between 

each sample. The data was manipulated using MEGA, gaps within sequences were replaced with “N” 

so that data would not be compared against missing sequences, and each sequence was cut to 687 

bases in length. A neighbour joining tree was constructed using MEGA Version 6 (Tamura et 

al.,2013), as well as conducting the data analysis to provide mean group distances between and 

within the groups. The data was then exported as a PHY file and for analysis in NETWORK version 10 

(Kim et al., 2018). A median joining network was constructed to establish the haplotype diversity 

across the dataset and different genetic relationships between samples that the neighbour joining 

tree does not account for. DNASP version 5 (Librado et al., 2009) was used to establish the mean 

genetic distance among the data set. 



 

3 Results 

 
The dataset containing 207 samples across Europe was categorised into different subgroups to allow 

for comparisons to be made between the different geographic and historical populations. They were 

subdivided into ancient and modern samples using the categories described above. I also subdivided 

based on the geographic location of samples across Europe, the categories were Western, Central 

and Southern Europe, as well as the Himalayas. The data was then subdivided into ancient and 

modern including geographic range; Ancient southern Europe, Modern Southern Europe, Ancient 

Western Europe, Modern Western Europe and the Ancient Himalayan samples (table 7 in the 

appendix).  Using DNASP the statistic of mean genetic distance was shown to be 0.018, showing to 

be not significant, showing that there is not a significant genetic difference amongst haplotypes in 

the dataset across the populations. MEGA was used to establish the mean diversity within the 

subpopulations (d = 0.03. with a s.d.) of 0.020. This shows that there is genetic diversity amongst the 

subpopulations, but the populations are not genetically distinct from one another. 

 

 

Table 1 – Genetic Diversity within the dataset, comparing ancient (n=22) and modern samples 

(n=185). 

 

Group Diversity (d) 

Ancient  0.105 

Modern 0.058 

 

 

 

Table 2 – Genetic Diversity against geographical subdivision. 

 

Geographic location Diversity (d) 

S. Europe 0.008 

C.Europe 0.011 

W. Europe 0.037 

Himalayan 0.071 

 
Note: (S. Europe – Southern Europe, n= 45; C. Europe – Central Europe, n= 83; W. Europe – Western Europe, n =75; 

Himalayan, n = 4) 

 

 

 



Table 3 – Genetic Diversity within the data set comparing location and historical age  

 

Geographic location and historical age Diversity 
(d) 

Ancient S. E 0.011 

Modern S. E 0.019 

Ancient C. E 0.041 

Modern C. E 0.092 

Ancient W. E 0.112 

Modern W. E 0.063 

Ancient H 0.141 

 

 
Note:  (Ancient S. E – Ancient Southern Europe, n= 2;         Modern S.E, Modern southern Europe, n=43;  

              Ancient C.E –  Ancient Central Europe,   n=7             Modern C.E , modern central Europe n= 76; 

              Ancient W. E – Ancient Western Europe, n=9 ,          Modern W.E        modern western Europe,  n =67; 

              Ancient Himalayan, n = 4) 

 

 

Calculating mean genetic distance withing the dataset, tables 1, 2 and 3 all compare the genetic diversity 

within the subgroups specified. The analysis comparing the ancient samples against the modern ones, shown 

in table 1, exhibit more genetic diversity for the ancient samples (d= 0.105) in comparison with the modern 

samples (d=0.058). When comparing the geographical location of the samples the Himalayan population 

shows a higher genetic diversity compared to the other geographic locations across Europe (d=0.071). When 

looking into just the samples from Europe, Western samples have a higher genetic diversity (d=0.037) in 

comparison with Central (d= 0.011) and Southern (d=0.008). Also the ancient Himalayan population have a 

higher genetic diversity among all the data set compared to the other subcategories (d=0.141)(Fig. 3), with the 

ancient southern Europe samples being the least diverse among the dataset (d=0.011). Very similarly the 

results of the Modern Southern population also exhibit a low genetic diversity (d=0.019).  The samples from 

Central Europe show that the ancient samples (d= 0.041) show less genetic diversity in comparison to the 

modern ones (d=0.092). Contradictory Western European samples exhibit a higher diversity among the ancient 

samples (d=0.112) in comparison to the modern population (d=0.063). 

 

 

Table 4 – Mean genetic distance between ancient (n =22) and modern samples (n=185)  
 

Ancient Modern 

Ancient - - 

Modern 0.0954 - 

 

 

Table 5 - Mean genetic distance between geographic groups in Europe 

 

  S.Europe C.Europe W.Europe Himalayan 

S.Europe         



C.Europe 0.0104       

W.Europe 0.0296 0.0451     

Himalayan 0.0558 0.0621 0.1309   

 
Note: (S. Europe – Southern Europe, n= 45; C. Europe – Central Europe, n= 83; W. Europe – Western Europe, n =75; 

Himalayan, n = 4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6 - Mean genetic distance between groups comparing age and geographic location  

  Anc_S.E Modern_C.E Anc_C.E Moder_S.E Anc_W.E Modern_W.E Anc_H 

Ancient_S.E  -  -  -  -  -  -   

Modern_C.E 0.0763  -  -  -  -  -   

Ancient_C.E 0.0330 0.0520  -  -  -  -   

Moder_S.E 0.0198 0.0751 0.0311  -  -  -   

Ancient_W.E 0.0909 0.1357 0.1338 0.0882  -  -   

Modern_W.E 0.0528 0.0958 0.0863 0.0459 0.1040  -   

Ancient_H 0.1135 0.2175 0.1372 0.1103 0.4269 0.3371   

 
Note:  (Ancient S. E – Ancient Southern Europe, n= 2;         Modern S.E, Modern southern Europe, n=43;  

              Ancient C.E –  Ancient Central Europe,   n=7             Modern C.E , modern central Europe n= 76; 

              Ancient W. E – Ancient Western Europe, n=9,          Modern W.E        modern western Europe,  n =67; 

              Ancient Himalayan, n = 4) 

 

 

 

 

The mean genetic distance between the sub groups show that the comparison between the ancient 

and modern samples (as seen in table 4) have quite a low genetic diversity across the data set 

(0.0954). When the samples are then categorised in to geographic location (table 5) the Himalayan 

population consistently have a bigger genetic difference when in comparison to the sample in the 

European populations.  This is also supported when comparing the historical age of the Himalayan 

population against both modern and ancient European samples (table 6). With the most genetically 

similar groups being the ancient central Europe population and the Modern Southern European 

population (0.0311).  
 

 



Figure 2 – Neighbour joining tree for ancient and modern DNA across European samples, including samples 

from the Himalayas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 – Median joining network visualising only the data from samples extracted for this project.   
Note: The green sample is the outgroup Coyote which was used in all the analysis. The samples visualised in this figure were all newly extracted samples obtained specifically for this project. 

The geographical region for both ancient and modern DNA is Western European  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Median joining network visualizing the complete dataset. 

 
Note: The green sample is the outgroup Coyote which was used in all the analysis. The complete sample breakdown of the analysis is in the appendix. The black spots are the Median vectors. 

The green outlined areas indicate ancient DNA samples are within that area. The orange outline area’s are the areas magnified in figures 5 and 6. 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – cross section one of the median joining network. Samples circled in green are ancient samples. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6 – Cross section 2 of the median joining network. Samples circled in green are ancient samples



4 Discussion 

 
 
The overall aim of this study was to understand the ancient historical genetic diversity of haplotypes 
in grey wolves and compare how this differs between ancient and contemporary populations. The 
results show that there is a relatively low genetic distinctiveness of nucleotide and haplotype 
variation when comparing ancient and modern samples (0.0954).  There are several factors that 
must be considered when investigating the possible causations of this. The first being the sample 
size, in comparison the ancient samples obtained are significantly less than the modern samples 
analysed in this study. Amplifying results from the samples is also another factor, the older the 
specimen the more genetic degradation the are likely to exhibit which unfortunately produces non 
or little positive and comparable results (Horai et a;.,1991 ; Pruvost etal., 2005). This could also be an 
indication of different evolutionary process that populations of grey wolves have been subject to 
from the Neolithic period to modern times. For example, genetic bottlenecking of the population 
caused by habitat fragmentation in response to the rapid urbanization of Europe and loss of optimal 
forest habitat through deforestation (Haddad et al., 2015).  This can result in reduction in gene flow 
across the fragmented and potentially isolated populations and there is no connectivity between 
populations (Espirito-Santo., 2007). The Neolithic period is the last part of the stone age 
commencing approxitley 3.300BC after the Pleistocene as the world moved into the bronze age, 
resulting in a mass expansion of human colonisation across Europe and then shortly followed by the 
first evidence of farming (Broodbank and Strasser., 1991). This caused a change of the environment 
as wooded areas and forests were now colonized for farming, increasing the interactions between 
humans and the grey wolf populations resulting hunting and causing the depletions of populations 
through Europe (Hindrikson et al., 2017). 
 
The analysis of this study shows that the genetic diversity of Modern European populations has 
decreased in comparison to ancient DNA. Table 1 shows that there was more genetic variation 
within haplotypes in the ancient samples then compared to the modern samples, showing a 
reduction of approximately 50%. The process of deamination is always a factor the needs to be 
considered when analysing ancient DNA as it alters the genetic sequences of the fossils and 
potentially showing polymorphisms that were not in the genetic structure before the degradation of 
DNA.  Deamination is the removal of an amino acid from the genetic compound. This process is 
usually seen in fossils that are well preserved, as the amino acids break down the genetic structure 
of base pairs change. The most common amino acid to break down is Adenine. As the compound 
changes this “mutation” changes the base pair to uracil. This break down results in the formation of 
hypoxanthine creating extra hydrogen bonds to be released. The excess Hydrogen bonds bind to the 
Uracil base pair and the complementary thymine. This previous pairing now has an extra hydrogen 
bond and results in the structural change to cytosine which is then paired with guanine (Lindahl., 
1993). This process results in a post-replicative transition mutation and can lead to false sequencing 
results as new haplotypes are identified when this is just a biproduct of the fossil decaying. 
 
The results from this study show that central and southern European have a relatively low genetic 
distance (d=0.0104) between the populations. This indicates that there has been no divide between 
the populations, genetically suggesting good connectivity between populations across the regions 
with little barriers. This facilitates high levels of gene flow across populations and diminishing the 
risk of genetic bottlenecks and an increased inbreeding coefficient (Etherington., 2011). Italian 
wolves in the northern Apennines and western Alps have been used as a model for landscape 
genetics and Habitat suitability models. The study showed that the forested areas were a preferred 
habitat of choice amongst the wolves as the ecosystem was better suited to the population. Due to 
the suitable habitat they found high genetic variation across the population, confirming the needs 
for connectivity across a sustainable environment (Milanesi et al.,2016).   When establishing 



historical ages of the samples, the genetic distinctiveness of the haplotypes between the ancient 
central European population and the modern European population has the second lowest result 
(0.0311). It has been previously theorised that the conditions after the Pleistocene planted a 
migration route across Europe and south into the warmer climate regions a (Ferris et al.,1991). This 
result can be seen to support this theory. Italy was a refuge during the last glacial maximum and the 
population would expanded out of this refugia across back into centra Europe after migrating across 
from North America (Fabbri et al., 2014). 
 
The neighbour joining tree (figure 3) shows a divide within the data sets Both the central and 
southern European populations share common haplotypes amongst both the modern and ancient 
samples, whereas the Western European subgroup with the exception of some samples appear to 
be more isolated. When comparing the neighbour joining tree to the Network median there is still a 
divide in results, but it is less extreme.  Figures 4, 5 & 6 show that there is still a divide between the 
western and central/southern populations, but they share more haplotypes than previously 
expected from the neighbour joining tree due to the . This could suggest that as the population of 
grey wolves migrated from north America into Europe, some of the population then migrated across 
the western/central region throughout France, Switzerland, Austria Luxemburg and Germany before 
becoming divided after the disbanding from the refugia in Italy (Hindrikson et al.,2017).  

 

The genetic diversity of the migrating population from north America shaped the European 

populations. The current day populations of grey wolves have exhibited dramatic genetic loss over 

the past century due to a bioproduct of anthropogenic affects such as hunting and habitat loss. Over 

the past 2 decades significant research has been done into understanding wildlife management and 

the evolutionary history of the populations that residing within Europe. By reconstructing the 

phylogenetic history of the species, we can understand the genetic pressures that the populations 

have undergone and how genetically diverse the current species is Dufresnes et al,. 2018).  

 

The benefits of this study sanger sequencing when investigating phylogenetic and phylogeographic 
history is that we can analyse and compare datasets of published and sequenced data much faster 
then next generation meaning. By using the highly variable control region of mtDNA we can analyse 
polymorphisms and haplotypes within the population closely. The methods also allow for the genetic 
analysis of populations such as inbreeding coefficients and bottlenecks to be monitored analysed 
closely. The limitations is that you can only analyse the mtDNA whereas whole genome sequencing 
allows the investigation on specifically targeted and chosen genes. By sequencing the whole 
genome, you can specifically see how much evolutionary potential is lost by haplotype loss in 
specific genes. This as allows for the identification of adaptive genetic variation, allowing the 
population to me monitored over generations to see how the genes have evolved (Lindahl., 1993; 
Munoz-Diez et al., 2012; Pennell et al.,2020). 
 
This study used extracted and pre-published mtDNA sequences to track the genetic lineage of the 
grey wolf populations providing useful insight into how it has evolved since the last glacial maximum. 
As mtDNA has a higher mutation rate then nucleic DNA (nuDNA) it allows for changes and mutations 
to be seen across this time scale (Bendall et al., 1996). There are limitations to accept when using 
only mtDNA and not nuDNA, the first being it is only maternally inherited and will only allow to 
follow one maternal link to be followed (White et al., 2008). This will affect how we can assume the 
gene flow and structure has been affected across the generations as the effective population size for 
genetic material is limited to one quarter of the nuDNA available (Petit et al., 2009).   
 
 



 
Genetic analysis such as phylogenetics, landscape genetics and genomics is providing more data and 
recommendations with regards to conservation and the management of wildlife species as we can 
look at how the population is coping in certain habitats, population sizes and give an unbiased 
opinion regarding genetic diversity, inbreeding,  and the affects habitat loss has had on a species 
(Dufresnes et al., 2018). The grey wolf currently has limited protection laws across Europe 
depending on the region and seasons. The species is currently susceptible to hunting, loss of habitat, 
loss of prey species and hybridization with canine species as there are vague and complicated laws 
regarding their protection (Sazatornil et al., 2019). By studying the genetic analysis of the 
populations that are under the stains of habitat loss and declining populations we can establish the 
genetic diversity and haplotypes within that population. This could inform the decisions on future 
conservation work such as translation projects. Translocation projects are often classed as successful 
because therein an initial population increase. Within 3 generations the populations can exhibit a 
dramatic population decrease as the wrong individuals were chosen due to the lack of genetic 
evidence to inform the decision. When individuals that are genetically distinct from one another 
breed they create an outbreeding coefficient among future generations reducing the mortality rates 
of the generations but also causing polymorphisms within the genome which is not suite to that 
environment (Edmands et al., 2003; Allendorf et al., 2017).  
 
 
 

5 Conclusion 

 
 
This study has shown that genetic diversity within haplotypes across Europe has decreased in 
comparison to the diversity exhibited by previous assertor populations since the Pleistocene 
approximately 11,700 years ago. There is a district divide between the western region of Europe and 
the central and southern regions showing high genetic variation between the populations of France 
in comparison to those in Italy, Switzerland, and Germany, possibly indicating an earlier separation 
of the populations. Due to the wildlife conflict issue that is currently happening across Europe with 
Grey wolves we are seeing more declining populations and urbanization of the environments can no 
longer support wolf populations. This is proving to be an increasingly difficult measure to consider 
with the management of the species. As habitats become more fragmented reintroductions are 
likely to become more difficult as this admixture of DNA that is too distinct to the current population 
will result in outbreeding. Simultaneously the inbreeding coefficient of the isolated population will 
be increasing and increasing the need for landscape genetics for the management of this species. As 
the investigation into post glacial migrations and expansions of populations after the Pleistocene 
provide more knowledge of the historical movement that shaped species evolutionary history it 
must be taken into consideration when establishing the management and protection of species. By 
only monitoring population numbers and not the genetic diversity and variability of a population it 
will cause a collapse in numbers and potential extinction of that population. 
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Figure 7 Boitani, L., Phillips, M. & Jhala, Y. 2018. Canis lupus (errata version published in 2020). The 

IUCN Red List of Threatened Species 2018: e.T3746A163508960. 

https://dx.doi.org/10.2305/IUCN.UK.2018-2.RLTS.T3746A163508960.en. IUCN (International Union 

for Conservation of Nature) 2018. Canis lupus. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Version 

2020-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 -  Status of large carnivore populations in Europe 2012-2016, Kaczensky, P., Chapron, G., 

Von Arx, M., Huber, D., Andrén, H. and Linnell, J., 2013. Status, management and distribution of 

large carnivores-bear, lynx, wolf & wolverine-in Europe. Verlag nicht ermittelbar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Figure 9 – geographical breakdown Europe, Serrano, R.M., Paci, R. and Usai, S., 2018. Geographical 

and sectoral clusters of innovation in Europe (No. 200415). Centre for North South Economic 

Research, University of Cagliari and Sassari, Sardinia. 

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Map of collected DNA samples extracted from, the number states the number of samples 

in the area collected. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 11 – Median joining network for the dataset with sample names. 

 
Note: The green sample is the outgroup Coyote which was used in all the analysis. The complete sample breakdown of the 

analysis is in the appendix. The black spots are the Median vectors. The green outlined areas indicate ancient DNA samples 

are within that area. The orange outline area’s are the areas magnified in figures 5 and 6. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 



 



 



 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 7 – complete dataset for the samples used int this study with the geographic locations and 

historical ages 

 

Sample ID Geographic location Historical age 

Ciucani2019|71| Southern European  Ancient 

Dufresnes2018|14| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|15| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|16| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|17| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|18| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|19| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|20| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|21| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|22| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|23| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|24| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|25| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|26| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|27| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|28| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|29| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|30| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|31| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|32| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|33| Central European Ancient 

Durfresnes2018|34| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|35| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|36| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|37| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|38| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|39| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|40| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|41| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|42| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|43| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|44| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|45| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|46| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|47| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|48| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|49| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|50| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|51| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|52| Central European Modern 



Durfresnes2018|53| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|54| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|55| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|56| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|57| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|58| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|59| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|60| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|61| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|62| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|63| Western European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|64| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|65| Central European Modern 

Durfresnes2018|66| Central European Ancient 

Gomercic2010|WCRO1 Central European Ancient 

Gomercic2010|WCRO6 Central European Ancient 

Gomercic2010|WCRO5 Central European Ancient 

Gomercic2010|WCRO3 Central European Ancient 

Gomercic2010|WCRO2 Central European Ancient 

Gomercic2010|WCRO4 Central European Ancient 

Randi2001|w16 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w15 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w14 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w13 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w12 Central European Modern 

Randi2001|w11 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w10 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w9 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w8 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w7 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w5 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w4 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w3 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w2 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w1 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d15 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d14 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d13 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d11 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d10 Southern European  Ancient 

Randi2001|d9 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d8 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d7 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d6 Southern European  Modern 



Randi2001|d5 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d4 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d2 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d1 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w20 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|w19 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d17 Southern European  Modern 

Randi2001|d16 Southern European  Modern 

Valiere2002|D26 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|D25 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|D24 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|D23 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|D22 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|D19 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|W11 Central European Modern 

Valiere2002|D27 Central European Modern 

H1 A Central European Modern 

H1 B Central European Modern 

H10 A Central European Modern 

H10 B Central European Modern 

H11 Central European Modern 

H12 Central European Modern 

H13 A Central European Modern 

H13 B Central European Modern 

H14 A Central European Modern 

H14 B Western European Modern 

H15 Central European Modern 

H16 A Central European Modern 

H16 B Central European Modern 

H17 Central European Modern 

H18 Central European Modern 

H19 A Central European Modern 

H19 B Central European Modern 

H2 A Central European Modern 

H2 B Central European Modern 

H20 Central European Modern 

H21 Central European Modern 

H22 Central European Modern 

H24 Central European Modern 

H26 Western European Modern 

H27 Central European Modern 

H3 Central European Modern 

H4 Central European Modern 

H5 A Central European Modern 



H5 B Central European Modern 

H6 A Western European Modern 

H6 B Western European Modern 

H7 A Central European Modern 

H7 B Central European Modern 

H8 Central European Modern 

H9 A Central European Modern 

H9 B Central European Modern 

Preston2019|A9|1|3 Western European Ancient 

Hulva2017|76| Central European Modern 

Huvla2017|71| Central European Modern 

Huvla2017|72| Central European Modern 

Huvla2017|73| Central European Modern 

Huvla2017|74| Central European Modern 

Huvla2017|75| Central European Modern 

Preston2019|A10|1|2 Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|A12| Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|A3| Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|A5B| Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|M11|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M13|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M15|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M16|1 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M23|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M37|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M44|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M47|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M51|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M57|1 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M58|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M59|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M6|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M60|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M61|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M62|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M64|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M65|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M67|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M68|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M69|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M73|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M74|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M751|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M76|1|2 Western European Modern 



Preston2019|M77|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M8|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M81|1|2 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|A11| Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|A1|1 Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|A13| Western European Ancient 

Preston2019|M3| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M4| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M45| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M79| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M52| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M78| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M71| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M35| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M48| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M66| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M54| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M41| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M19| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M40 Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M42| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M34| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M38| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M43| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M10| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M63| Western European Modern 

Preston2019|M9|1|2 Western European Modern 

w76 (Caucasus) Central European Modern 

w77 (Caucasus) Central European Modern 

w78 (ain) Western European Modern 

w7C (Caucasus) Central European Modern 

Werhahn2017|27| Himalayas Ancient 

Werhahn2017|28| Himalayas Ancient 

Werhahn2017|29| Himalayas Ancient 

Werhahn2017|30| Himalayas Ancient 

 

 

 

 

 

 


